Instructions:
- Print one copy of this template for each participant. Cardstock works best! You will also need scissors, tape, crayons/colored pencils/markers. Additional materials for decorative touches (stickers, glitter glue, other?) optional. For best results, color and draw on your house before assembling, although other decorations may be added after.
- When ready, cut out the template along the SOLID lines. Then FOLD along the dashed lines.
- Tape the flaps along the sides and bottom to the opposite side to form a box.
- On the roof piece, cut out the "hole for tabs" before attaching to the top to complete your house.
- Proudly display your assembled house while you collect pull tabs then, when your house is full, visit https://www.rmhcneo.org/ways-to-give/pull-tabs/ for pull tab recycling instructions.

#PullTogether